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1 Introduction

The propagation of nonlinear dispersive waves is of great interest and rele-
vance in a variety of physical situations for which model equations, as infinite-
dimensional dynamical systems, have been investigated from various perspec-
tives and to different purposes. In the ideal case in which waves propagate in
a one-dimensional medium (no diffraction) without losses and sources, quite
a number of special models, so called integrable models, have been discovered
together with the mathematical tools to investigate them. This important
progress has provided important contributions to such matters as dispersion-
less propagation (solitons), wave collisions, wave decay, long-time asymptotics
among others. On the mathematical side, such progress on integrable models
has considerably contributed also to our present (admittedly not concise) an-
swer to the question “What is intergrability?”, which can be found in [1], and
a partial guide to the vaste literature on the theory of solitons is given in Ref.
[2].

It is plain that integrable models, though both useful and fascinating,
remain exceptional: nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs) in 1+1
variables (space+time) are generically not integrable. The aim of these notes
is to show how an algorithmic technique, based on multiscale analysis and
perturbation theory, may be devised as a tool to establish how ” far ” is a
given PDE from being integrable. This method basically associates to a given
PDE one or more, generally simpler, PDEs with respect to rescaled space and
time variables.This approach [3] has been known in applicative contexts [4]
since several decades as it provides approximate solutions when only one, or
a few, monochromatic “carrier waves” propagate in a strongly dispersive and
weakly nonlinear medium. More recently [5] it has proved to be also a simple
way to obtain necessary conditions which a given PDE has to satisfy in order
to be integrable, and to discover integrable PDEs as well [6].

The basic philosophy of this approach is to derive from a nonlinear PDE
one or more PDEs whose integrability properties are either already known or
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easily found. In this respect, a general remark on this method is the following.
Integrability is not a precise notion, and different degrees of integrability can
be attributed to a PDE within a certain class of solutions and boundary con-
ditions, according to the technique of solving it. For instance, C-integrable are
termed those nonlinear equations which can be transformed into linear equa-
tions via a change of variables [6], and S-integrable are those equations which
can be linearized ( within a certain class of solutions) by the method of the
spectral (or scattering) transform (see, f.i., [7]). Examples of C-integrability
are the equations (ut = ∂u/∂t, ux = ∂u/∂x etc.)

ut + a1ux − a3uxxx = a3(3uux + u3)x, u = u(x, t), (1.1a)

ut +a1ux−a3uxxx = 3a3c(u2uxx +3uu2
x)+3a3c

2u4ux, u = u(x, t), (1.2a)

which are both mapped to their linearized version (a1, a3, c are constant co-
efficients)

vt + a1vx − a3vxxx = 0, v = v(x, t), (1.3)

the first one, (1.1a), by the (Cole-Hopf) transformation

u = vx/v (1.1b)

and the second one, (1.2a), by the transformation [6]

u = v/(1 + 2cw)1/2, wx = v2. (1.2b)

Well-known examples of S-integrable equations are the modified Korteweg-de
Vries (mKdV) equation

ut + a1ux − a3uxxx = 6a3cu
2ux , u = u(x, t), (1.4a)

and the nonlinear Schroedinger (NLS) equation (a1, a2, a3, c are real constant
coefficients)

ut − ia2uxx = 2ia2c|u|2u , u = u(x, t), (1.5a)

whose method of solution is based on the eigenvalue problem

ψx + ikσψ = Qψ , ψ = ψ(x, k, t), (1.6)

where ψ is a 2-dim vector, σ is the diagonal matrix diag(1, -1) and Q(x, t) is
the off-diagonal matrix

Q =
(

0 u
−cu 0

)
(1.4b)
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where u is real for the mKdV equation (1.4a) and (the asterisk indicates
complex conjugation)

Q =
(

0 u
−cu∗ 0

)
(1.5b)

where u is complex for the NLS equation (1.5a). Here k is the spectral vari-
able. In any case, whatever type of integrability is involved, we adopt in our
treatment the “first principle” (axiom) that integrability is preserved by the
multiscale method. Though in some specific cases, where integrability can
be formulated as a precise mathematical property, one can give this princi-
ple a rigorous status, we prefer to mantain it throughout our treatment as
a robust assumption. Its use, according to contexts, may lead to interesting
consequences. One is that it provides a way to obtain other (possibly new) in-
tegrable equations. On the other hand, if a PDE, which has been obtained by
this method from a given PDE, is proved to be nonintegrable, then from our
first principle it there follows that that given PDE cannot be integrable, and
this implication leads to necessary conditions of integrability. Some of these
conditions are found simple and, therefore, of ready practical use. Others con-
ditions are instead the results of lengthy algebraic manipulations which require
a rather heavy computer assistance. Finally, this way of reasoning leads to the
following observation, which has been pointed out in [6]. Suppose the same
PDE is obtained by multiscale reduction from any member of a fairly large
family of PDEs; so we can call it a “model PDE”. Then the principle stated
above explains why a model PDE may be at the same time widely applicable
(because it derives from a large class of different PDEs) and integrable (be-
cause it suffices that just one member equation of that large family of PDEs
be integrable). The most widely known example of such case is the NLS equa-
tion (1.5a) which is certainly a model equation (as shown below) with many
applications (f.i. nonlinear optics and fluid dynamics [4]), and whose integra-
bility has been discovered in 1971 [8] but it could have been found even earlier
by multiscale reduction from the KdV equation ut +uxxx = 6uux (the way to
infer the S-integrability of the NLS equation from the S-integrability of the
KdV equation has been first pointed out in [9]), whose integrability has been
unveiled in 1967 [10].

The method of multiscale reduction which we now introduce is a pertur-
bation technique based on three main ingredients : i) Fourier expansion in
harmonics, ii) power expansion in a small parameter ε, iii) dependence on a
(finite or infinite) number of “slow” space and time variables, which are first
introduced via an ε-dependent rescaling of x and t and are then treated as
independent variables. This last feature explains why this approach is also
referred to as multiscale perturbation method or multiscale reduction.

In order to briefly illustrate how these basic ingradients naturally come
into play in the simpler context of ordinary differential equations (ODEs),
let us consider the well-known Poincaré-Lindstedt perturbation scheme to
construct small amplitude oscillations of an anharmonic oscillator around a
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stable equilibrium position. Let our one-degree dynamical system be given by
the nonlinear equation (q̇ ≡ dq/dt)

q̈ + ω2
oq = c2q

2 + c3q
3 + . . . . , q = q(t, ε) (1.7a)

where the small perturbative parameter ε is here introduced as the initial
amplitude,

q(0, ε) = ε , q̇(0, ε) = 0 . (1.7b)

The equation of motion (1.7a) is autonomous as all coefficients ω0, c2, c3, . . . . ,
are time-independent, and it has been written with its linear part in the lhs
and its nonlinear (polynomial or, more generally, analytic) part in the rhs.
In this elementary context, the model equation which is associated with this
family of dynamical systems, is of course the harmonic oscillator equation,
q̈+ω2

0q = 0, which obtains when the amplitude ε is so small that all nonlinear
terms can be neglected. In fact, the purpose of the Poincaré- Lindstedt ap-
proach is to capture the deviations from the harmonic motion which are due
to the nonlinear terms in the rhs of (1.7a). Since, for sufficiently small ε, the
motion is periodic, namely

q(t, ε) = q(t+
2π
ω(ε)

, ε) , (1.8)

it is natural to change the time variable t into the phase variable θ,

θ = ω(ε)t , q(t, ε) = f(θ, ε) , (1.9)

even if the frequency ω(ε) is not known as it is expected to depend on the
initial amplitude ε. Then the equations (1.7) now read (f ′ ≡ df/dθ)

ω2(ε)f ′′ + ω2
0f = c2f

2 + c3f
3 + . . . . , f(0, ε) = ε, f ′(0, ε) = 0, (1.10)

and we look for approximate solutions via the power expansions

ω2(ε) = ω2
0 + γ1ε+ γ2ε

2 + . . . , (1.11)

f(θ, ε) = εf1(θ) + ε2f2(θ) + . . . . (1.12)

We note that the periodicity condition f(θ) = f(θ+2π) implies that ω(0) =
ω0; inserting the expansions (1.11) and (1.12) in the differential equation (1.10)
and equating the lhs coefficients with the rhs coefficients of each power of ε,
yields an infinite system of differential equations, the first one, at O(ε), is
homogeneous, while all others, at O(εn) with n > 1, are nonhomogeneous, i.e.

O(ε) : f
′′

1 + f1 = 0, f1(0) = 1, f
′

1(0) = 0, (1.13)
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O(εn) : f
′′

n +fn = {−n,−n+1, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , n−1, n}, fn(0) = 0, f ′n(0) = 0.
(1.14)

The notation in this last equation refers to harmonic expansion with
the following meaning. Since the functions fn(θ) are periodic in the inter-
val (0, 2π), one can Fourier-expand them; however, because of the differential
equaion they satisfy, only a finite number of the Fourier exponentials exp(iαθ),
α being an integer, enters in their representation. This is easily seen by re-
cursion: f1(θ) = 1

2 (exp(iθ) + exp(−iθ)), and since fn(θ), for n > 1, satisfies
the forced harmonic oscillator equation where the forcing term in the rhs of
(1.14) is an appropriate polynomial of f1, f2, . . . , fn−1, its expansion can only
contain the harmonics exp(iαθ) with |α| ≤ n. Thus, the integers in the curly
bracket in the rhs of (1.14) indicate the harmonics which enter in the Fourier
expansion of the forcing term, and this implies that fn(θ) itself has the Fourier
expansion

fn(θ) =
n∑

α=−n

f (α)
n exp(iαθ), n ≥ 1, (1.15)

where the complex numbers f (α)
n have to be recursively computed. To this aim,

it is required that also the coefficents γn in the expansion (1.11) be computed,
and the way to do it is to use the periodicity condition fn(θ) = fn(θ +
2π), or, equivalently, the condition that the ε-expansion (1.12) be uniformly
asymptotic (note that we do not address here the problem of convergence of
the series (1.12) but we limit ourselves to establish uniform asymptoticity).
The point is that, for each n ≥ 2, the forcing term in (1.14) contains the
fundamental harmonics exp(iθ) and exp(−iθ) which are solutions of the lhs
equation (i.e. of the homogeneous equation), and are therefore secular, namely
at resonance.

At this point, and for future use, we observe that, in a more general setting,
if

v′(θ)−Av(θ) = w(θ) + u(θ) (1.16)

is the equation of the motion of a vector v(θ) in a linear (finite or infinite
dimensional) space and A is a linear operator, then, if the vector w(θ) solves
the homogeneous equation,

w′(θ)−Aw(θ) = 0, (1.17)

then the forcing term w(θ) in (1.16) is secular. This is apparent from the
θ-dependence of the general solution of (1.16), which reads

v(θ) = ṽ(θ) + θw(θ) (1.18)

where ṽ(θ) is the general solution of the equation ṽ′(θ)−Aṽ(θ) = u(θ).
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In our present case, the occurence of the harmonics exp(iθ) and exp(−iθ)
in the forcing term in the rhs of (1.14) forces the solution fn(θ) to have a non-
periodic dependence on θ, and therefore the condition that the coefficients of
exp(iθ) and exp(−iθ) must vanish is a crucial ingredient of our computational
scheme. In fact, this condition fixes the value of the coefficient γn−1 and this
completes the recurrent procedure of computing, at each order in ε, both the
frequency

ω(ε) = ε0 + ω1ε+ ω2ε
2 + . . . , (1.19)

and the solution f(θ, ε), see (1.12). As an instructive exercise, we suggest the
reader to compute the frequency ω(ε) up to O(ε2) (answer: ω1 = 0, ω2 =
−(10c22 + 9ω2

0c3)/24ω3
0).

This approach has been often used in applications with the aim of comput-
ing approximate solutions; in that context the properties of the series (1.11)
and (1.12) of being convergent, or asymptotic, and also uniformly so in t, is of
crucial importance (see, f.i., [11] and the references quoted there), particularly
when one is interested also in the large time behaviour. Our emphasis here is
instead in the formal use of the double expansion (see (1.12) and (1.15))

q(t, ε) =
∑
n=1

n∑
α=−n

εn exp (iαθ)f (α)
n (1.20)

where θ = ω0t+ ω1εt+ ω2ε
2t+ . . . and therefore here and in the following we

drop any question related to convergence and approximation.
Let us consider now the propagation of nonlinear waves, and let us apply

the Poincaré-Lindstedt method to PDEs. For the sake of simplicity, here and
also below throughout these notes, we focus our attention on the following
family of equations which are first order in the variable time

Du = F [u, ux, uxx, . . .] , u = u(x, t), (1.21)

with the assumptions that this equation be real, that the linear differential
operator D in the lhs have the expression

D = ∂/∂t+ iω(−i∂/∂x) , (1.22)

where ω(k) is a real odd analytic function,

ω(k) =
∑
m=0

a2m+1k
2m+1 , (1.23)

and that F in the rhs be a nonlinear real analytic function of u and its x -
derivatives. For instance, the subfamily

ω(k) = a1k + a3k
3 , F = cu3

x + (c2u2 + c3u
3 + . . .)x , (1.24)
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contains three S-integrable equations, i.e. the KdV equation (c = 0, cn = 0
for n ≥ 3), the mKdV equation (1.4a) and the equation [12]

ut + a1ux − a3uxxx = −a3[αsinhu+ β(coshu− 1) + u2
x/8]ux. (1.25)

Since the linearized version of the PDE (1.21), Du = 0, has the harmonic
wave solution

u = exp[i(k0x− ω̃0t)] , ω̃0 = ω(k0) , (1.26)

one way to extend the Poincaré-Lindstedt approach to the PDE (1.21) is to
look for solutions, if they exist, which are periodic plane waves,

u(x, t) = f(θ, ε), θ = k(ε)x− ω̃(ε)t, f(θ, ε) = f(θ + 2π, ε) , (1.26)

together with the power expansions

f(θ, ε) = εf1(θ)) + ε2f2(θ) + . . . ,

k(ε) = k0 + k1ε+ k2ε
2 + . . . , ω̃(ε) = ω̃0 + ω̃1ε

2 + ω̃2ε
2 + . . . (1.27)

This approach can be easily carried out as for the anharmonic oscillator since
the function f(θ, ε) does now satisfies the real ODE

−ω̃(ε)f (1)(θ, ε) + iω(−ikd/dθ)f(θ, ε) = F [f, kf (1), k2f (2), . . .], k = k(ε),
(1.28)

where f (j) ≡ djf(θ, ε)/dθj . Periodic plane waves in fluid dynamics have been
investigated along these lines and, though exact solutions are known for in-
stance for water waves models (such as the KdV equation) in terms of Jacobian
elliptic functions (cnoidal waves), approximate expressions have been found
more than a century ago (Stokes approximation) [13].

The class of periodic plane-wave solutions (if they exists) is too restrictive
to our purpose. In fact their construction requires going from the PDE (1.21)
to the ODE (1.28), a step which implies loss of information about the PDE
itself. Therefore we now turn our attention to the class of solutions of the
wave equation (1.21) whose leading term in the perturbative expansion is a
quasi-monochromatic wave, namely a wave-packet whose Fourier spectrum is
not one point but is well localized in a small interval of the wave number axis,
(k −∆k, k +∆k), where k is a fixed real number and ∆k/k is small,

u(x, t) ' ∆k

∫ +∞

−∞
dηA(η) exp{i[x(k + η∆k)− tω(k + η∆k)]}+ c.c.; (1.29)
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here the amplitude A(η) is sharply peaked at η = 0, and the additional com-
plex conjugated term is required by the condition (which we mantain here
and in the following) that u(x, t) is real, u = u∗.

The perturbation formalism which is suited to deal with this class of so-
lutions is still close to the Poincaré-Lindstedt approach to the anharmonic
oscillator. In fact, let us go back to the two-index series (1.20) and substitute
θ with the expansion θ = ω0t+ ω1t1 + ω2t2 + . . ., where we have formally in-
troduced the rescaled ”slow” times tn = εnt; then the formal expansion (1.20)
reads

q(t, ε) =
∑
n=1

n∑
α=−n

εnEαq(α)
n (t1, t2, . . .) , E ≡ exp(iω0t) , (1.30)

where the functions q
(α)
n depend only on the slow-time variables tn. The

scheme of computation based on the expansion (1.30) is equivalent to that
shown above, and it goes with inserting the expansion (1.30) into the equa-
tion (1.7a), and by treating the time variables tn as independent variables. In
particular the derivative operator d/dt takes the ε - expansion

d(Eαq(α)
n )/dt = Eα(iαω0 + ε∂/∂t1 + ε2∂/∂t2 + . . .)q(α)

n , (1.31)

and similarly expanding the lhs and rhs of (1.7a) in powers of ε and of E fi-
nally yields a system of PDEs whose solution (after eliminating secular terms)
gives the same result as the (much simpler) frequency-renormalization method
based on (1.9) and (1.11). In this case the service of the multiscale technique is
merely to display the three ingredients of the approach we use below for PDEs,
i.e. the power expansion in a small parameter ε, the expansion in harmonics
and the dependence on slow variables.

Let us now proceed with applying the multiscale perturbation approach to
solutions of the PDE (1.21) along the line discussed above. As a preliminary
observation, in the case the PDE (1.21) is linear, i.e. F = 0, the expression
(1.29) is exact as it yields the Fourier representation of the solution. If we
introduce the harmonic solution

E(x, t) ≡ exp[i(kx− ωt)], ω = ω(k), (1.32)

the small parameter ε ≡ ∆k/k and the slow variables ξ ≡ εx, tn ≡ εnt for
n ≥ 1, the Fourier integral takes the expression of a “carrier wave” whose small
amplitude is modulated by a slowly varying envelope (no higher harmonics
are generated in the linear case)

u(x, t) = εE(x, t)u(1)(ξ, t1, t2, . . .) + c.c.. (1.33)

Since the envelope function is (see (1.29))
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u(1)(ξ, t1, t2, . . .) = k

∫ +∞

−∞
dηA(η) exp[i(kηξ − kω1ηt1 − k2ω2η

2t2 − . . .)],

(1.34)
it satisfies the set of PDEs

∂tn
u(1) = (−i)n+1ωn∂

n
ξ u

(1) , n = 1, 2, . . . (1.35)

In order to write down these equations, we have assumed that the dispersion
function ω(k) is analytic at k, so that its Taylor series

ω(k + εηk) =
∞∑

n=0

ωnη
nknεn, ωn(k) =

1
n!

dn

dkn
ω(k) , (1.36)

is convergent. This shows that one has to ask that u(1) depends on as many
rescaled times tn as the number of nonvanishing coefficients ωn in the expan-
sion (1.36); f.i. if ω(k) is a polynomial of degree N , the multiscale method
requires the introduction of at most N new independent time variables, this
being a rule which holds also in the nonlinear case. More interestingly, we
note that in the linear case, because of the hierarchy of compatible evolution
equations (1.35) with respect to the slow times, the commutativity property
[∂tn

, ∂tm
] = 0 is trivially satisfied, whereas, in the nonlinear case this com-

mutativity condition is of paramount importance and is strictly related to
integrability in more than one way. Indeed, the purpose of section 3 is to
show that the picture we have outlined in the linear case can be extended
to the nonlinear case under appropriate conditions. The main consequence of
nonlinearity is the generation of harmonics which are different from the fun-
damental one (1.32), together with the occurrence of undesired secular terms
which force the amplitudes to grow with time. Killing the secular terms to
keep the amplitudes bounded for all times is the basic way to derive a number
of evolution equations. An old result in this direction, first derived in nonlinear
optics and in fluid dynamics [4], is the dependence of the leading order ampli-
tude u(1)

1 (ξ, t1, t2) of the fundamental harmonic on the first two slow times t1
and t2, namely u(1)

1 traslates with respect to t1 with the group velocity ω1 and
evolves with respect to t2 according to the NLS equation. Thus, at this order,
the solution u(x, t) of the PDE (1.21) is approximated by the expression

u(x, t) = εv(ξ − ω1t1, t2)E(x, t) + c.c.+O(ε2) , (1.37)

where
vt2 = iω2(vξξ − 2c|v|2v) ≡ K2(v) . (1.38)

In order to proceed further, the natural point to start from is the harmonic
expansion of the solution u(x, t),

u(x, t) =
+∞∑

α=−∞
u(α)(ξ, t1, t2, . . .)Eα(x, t) , (1.39)
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where E(x, t) si defined by (1.32) and, since u is real, u = u∗, the coefficients
u(α) satisfy the reality condition

u(α)∗ = u(−α) . (1.40)

As for the slow variables, and guided by the approximate expression (1.29)
where we set ∆k = εpk, with p > 0, we define

ξ = εpx, tn = εnpt , p > 0, n = 1, 2, . . . . (1.41)

As a consequence, the differential operators ∂t and ∂x, as acting on the
expansion (1.39), are replaced by the power expansions

∂x → ∂x + εp∂ξ , ∂t → ∂t + εp∂t1 + ε2p∂t2 + . . . . (1.42)

Inserting these expansions in the linear operator D, see (1.22), yields the
formula

D[u(α)Eα] = EαD(α)u(α), (1.43)

which defines the differential operator D(α) acting only on the slow variables
(1.41). Moreover, like the operators (1.42), also the differential operator D(α)

has a power expansion in ε,

D(α) = D
(α)
0 + εpD

(α)
1 + ε2pD

(α)
2 + . . . , (1.44)

the first term being just the multiplication by the constant

D
(α)
0 = i[ω(αk)− αω(k)], (1.45)

since DEα = D
(α)
0 Eα.

Let us consider now the nonlinear part, namely the rhs of the PDE (1.21).
Since F is supposed to be an analytic function, its decomposition in harmonics,

F [u, ux, uxx, . . .] =
+∞∑

α=−∞
F (α)[u(β), u

(β)
ξ , u

(β)
ξξ , . . .]E

α, (1.46)

which is implied by the expansion (1.39), defines the functions F (α) of the
amplitudes u(0), u(±1), u(±2), . . . and their derivatives with respect to ξ. For
future reference, we note that the functions F (α) have the gauge property of
transformation

F (α) → exp(iαθ)F (α)

when the amplitude u(α) in its arguments is replaced by exp(iαθ)u(α), where
θ is an arbitrary constant.

Combining now the expansion (1.39), and the definition (1.43), with the
expansion (1.46) shows that the PDE (1.21) is equivalent to the (infinite) set
of equations
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D(α)u(α) = F (α), (1.48)

which, since also F (α) obviously satisfies the reality condition

F (α)∗ = F (−α), (1.49)

needs to be considered only for nonnegative α, i.e. for α ≥ 0.
In the following sections, the equations (1.48) will be investigated after

expanding the amplitudes u(α) in power of ε. In this respect, it should be
pointed out that the approximate expression (1.29) of the solution u(x, t)
clearly shows that the smallness of u may originates in two ways, one from
∆k/k and the other from the amplitude A. In fact, we find it convenient
to define ε by requiring that u itself be O(ε), and this explains why we have
introduced the so far arbitrary parameter p in the rescaling (1.41) which define
the slow variables.

In section 2, since we will look at the equations (1.48) at the lowest order
in ε, only few harmonics will be considered. This analysis, when carried out
in a systematic way, eventually yields a certain number of model PDEs in
the slow variables, whose integrability properties, if known, lead to formulate
necessary conditions of integrability for the original PDE (1.21).

In the third section we tackle instead the problem of pushing the inves-
tigation of (1.48) to higher orders in the ε- expansion. This analysis displays
interesting connections with integrability and it gives a way to set up an entire
hierarchy of necessary conditions of integrability.

We end this introduction with few remarks. First, for pedagogical reasons,
we have constrained the family of PDEs considered here to satisfy appropriate
conditions in order to simplify the formalism. These limitations are mainly
technical and do not play an essential role. For instance, extensions of the
family of PDEs (1.21) may include differential equations of higher order in t
for complex vector, or matrix, solutions in higher spacial dimensions.

Second, we have confined our interest to the multiscale technique which
yields model equations of nonlinear Schroedinger type. Similar arguments,
however, do apply also to the weakly dispersive regime where the prototyp-
ical model equation is instead the KdV equation [14], or to the resonant, or
nonresonant, interaction of N waves [6].

Finally, a different approach which similarly yields necessary conditions for
integrability, and has common features with the one described in Section 3,
has been introduced by Kodama and Mikhailov [28]. There the perturbation
expansion is combined with the property of integrable systems of possessing
symmetries, and the order-by-order construction of such symmetries is the
core of the method. Other ways to relate integrability to perturbative expan-
sions in a small parameter have been investigated within different mathemat-
ical settings. The interested reader may refer to Zakharov and Schulman [25]
for the Hamiltonian formalism. Also the use of normal form theory has been
designed to this purpose in various contexts, see f.i. [26], [27] and [28].
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2 Nonlinear Schroedinger type model equations and
integrability

In this section we investigate the basic equations (1.48) which have been ob-
tained via the harmonic expansion (1.39) of a quasi - monochromatic solution
of the PDE (1.21). Here we consider only the lowest significant order in the
small parameter ε, but before illustrating our computational scheme, which is
mainly based on Refs. [16], [17] that the interested reader should consult for
details and generalizations, we point out first the main ideas and aims of our
approach.

Consider first that, once the ε–expansion is introduced into the equation
(1.48), the linear operator D(α) takes the expression (1.44) whose coefficients,
in addition to the first one (1.45), are easily found to be

D(α)
n = ∂tn − (−i)n+1ωn(αk)∂n

ξ , n ≥ 1 , (2.1)

where the function ωn(k) is defined by (1.36). Then, at the lowest or-
der in ε, the operator D(α) in (1.48) should be replaced by the coefficient
D

(α)
0 = i[ω(αk) − αω(k)]; therefore, if D(α)

0 is not vanishing, the equation
(1.48) for u(α) becomes merely an algebraic equation whose solution is readily
obtained. Because of this simple property, we term “slave harmonics” those
harmonics such that, for their corresponding integer α, the quantity D(α)

0 does
not vanishes, i.e.

ω(αk)− αω(k) 6= 0. (2.2)

If instead α is such thatD(α)
0 = 0, then we say that its corresponding harmonic

is at resonance or, shortly, that α is a “resonance”. The important feature of
resonant harmonics is that their amplitude satisfies a differential equation in
the slow variables (see (2.1)) rather than an algebraic equation as for slave
harmonics. Of course, the harmonics α = 0,±1 are always (i.e. for any wave-
number k) at resonance (recall that ω(k) is on odd function, ω(−k) = −ω(k)).
However it may well happen that D(α)

0 = 0 for |α| 6= 0, 1 for a particular value
of k; in this case also their corresponding harmonics are accidentally (i.e.
not for all values of k) at resonance and their amplitudes are expected to
satisfy differential equations which may be coupled to the equations for the
fundamental harmonics amplitude.

The repeated application of this argument to the next term of the expan-
sion of D(α) will be shown below to lead to the introduction of weak and
strong resonances, and the systematic investigation of all resonant cases does
finally produce a list of ten model PDEs of nonlinear Schroedinger type. These
evolution equations are reported and discussed below in this secion, together
with the implication of these findings with respect to integrability.

The starting ansatz is the ε-dependence at the leading order of the ampli-
tude u(α) in (1.39),
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u(α) = ε1+γαψα α = 0,±1,±2, . . . , (2.3)

where the parameters γα are nonnegative, γα ≥ 0, and, of course, even, γ−α =
γα, with the condition

γ1 = 0, (2.4)

which fixes the small parameter ε.
Looking only at the lowest order in ε greatly simplifies our analysis in two

ways: it restricts our attention only to the first harmonics |α| = 0, 1, 2 and,
secondly, it allows the amplitudes ψα, see (2.3), to be considered as functions
only of the slow variables ξ, t1 and t2. Moreover, since ξ and t1 are of the
same order in ε (see (1.41)), it turns out convenient to replace the slow space
coordinate ξ with the new coordinate

ξ = εp(x− V t) (2.5)

in the frame moving with the group velocity,

V = dω(k)/dk = ω1(k), (2.6)

of the fundamental harmonics (|α| = 1), so that the amplitudes ψα depend
throughout this section only on two variables,

ψα = ψα(ξ, τ) , τ ≡ t2 = ε2pt. (2.7)

As an additional remark, the following treatment suggests that it is convenient
to take advantage of the fact that the nonlinear function in the rhs of the
PDE (1.21) under investigation could be an x-derivative of a (polynomial or
analytic) function, namely that it could be written as ∂h

xF (u, ux, uxx, . . .),
where it is advisable to choose for the integer h its highest possible value.
This is only a technical point as the final results can be also derived, though
more painfully, by starting with a lower value of h or by setting tout court
h = 0, as in (1.21). Thus we rewrite the PDE (1.21)

Du = (∂/∂x)hF [u, ux, uxx, . . .], (2.8)

where

F [u, ux, uxx, . . .] =
∞∑

m=2

∞∑
j1=0

∞∑
j2=j1

. . .
∞∑

jm=jm−1

c
(m)
j1,...,jm

u(j1)u(j2) . . . u(jm),

(2.9)
with u(j) ≡ (∂/∂x)ju(x, t). Thus the family of PDEs we consider below is fully
characterized by the following parameters: the real coefficients a2m+1 which
define the dispersion function ω(k), see (1.22) and (1.23), the integer h (see
(2.8)) and the real coefficients c(m)

j1,...,jm
, see (2.9). The method described here
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provides necessary conditions which these parameters have to satisfy in order
that the PDE (2.8) be integrable.

By taking into account the x-derivative in the rhs of (2.8) together with
the ansatz (2.3), we first rewrite the equation (1.48) in the form

ε1+γαD(α)ψα = (iαk + εp∂ξ)hF (α). (2.10)

We obtain thereby nontrivial evolution equations for the quantities ψα(ξ, τ)
by first taking the limit ε→ 0 (after having made an appropriate choice for the
exponents γα and p) and then by performing some algebraic calculations and
also some “cosmetic rescalings” on the dependent and independent variables,
so as to present the results in neater form.

Let us first treat the linear part, namely the left-hand-side of (2.8). Clearly
we get

D(α) = ε2p∂/∂τ + i
M∑

m=0

εpmA(m)
α (k)(−i∂/∂ξ)m (2.11)

and

A(0)
α (k) = ω(αk)− αω(k) , (2.12a)

A(1)
α (k) = ω1(αk)− ω1(k) , (2.12b)

A(s)
α (k) =

1
s!
ds

dqs
ω(q)|q=αk, s ≥ 2. (2.12c)

Here the coefficients A(s)
α (k) with s = 0, 1 have been singled out because of

the special role they play in the following. Note that by definition

A
(0)
1 = A

(1)
1 = 0; (2.13)

this corresponds to the pivotal role of the component ψ1(ξ, τ) which is the
amplitude of the fundamental harmonic. It is indeed clear from (2.10) and
(2.11) that the value of γα which is determined by the requirement to match
the dominant terms as ε→ 0 of the quantities in the right-hand-side of (2.10),
tends to be smaller if A(0)

α vanishes and even smaller if in addition also A(1)
α

vanishes and so on. Of course the smaller is the value of γα, the larger is the
role that the component ψα(ξ, τ) plays in the regime of weak nonlinearity
(small ε). This qualitative notion is given quantitative substance below; but
already at this stage it indicates that the different possibilities discussed below
emerge from various different assumptions about the vanishing of some of the
quantities A(s)

α (k); a vanishing which might occur for all values of k, as it were
for structural reasons, or it might happen only for some special value of k, on
which attention may then be focussed.
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For these reasons, in the following the harmonic α is called weak resonance
if A(0)

α (k), but not A(1)
α (k), vanishes,

A(0)
α (k) = 0 , A(1)

α (k) 6= 0, (2.14)

while we say that the harmonic α is a strong resonance if, in addition to
A

(0)
α (k), also A(1)

α (k) vanishes,

A(0)
α (k) = A(1)

α (k) = 0. (2.15)

Of course, one could consider also the case of even stronger resonances
by requiring that, in addition to (2.15), also the condition A

(2)
α (k) = 0 be

satisfied. However these cases are obviously less generic, and they will not be
treated here.

Let us now consider the nonlinear rhs of (2.10). Inserting the ansatz (2.3)
in the rhs of (2.9) yields the expression

F (α) =
µ∑

m=2

εm−1f (m)
α +O(εµ), (2.16)

with

f (m)
α =

∑
{α1≤α2≤...≤αm;

∑m

j=1
αj=α}

εΓ {g(α1, α2, . . . , αm)ψα1 . . . ψαm
+O(εp)};

(2.17)
here

Γ ≡ γα1 + γα2 + . . .+ γαm
, (2.18)

and for the constants g we get

g(α1, . . . , αm) =
∑

{0≤j1≤...≤jm}

(ik)Jc
(m)
j1,...,jm

[
∑

P (α1,...,αm)

Πm
ρ=1(αρ)jρ ] , (2.19)

where J = j1 + j2 + ..+ jm, and the notation
∑

P (α1,...,αm) indicates the sum
over all permutations of the indices α1, . . . , αm having different values.

Additional, drastic simplifications occur when further steps are taken to-
wards implementing the ε→ 0 limit; indeed in this context we shall generally
need to consider only the quadratic and cubic terms of F in (2.8), because
the contribution of all other terms turn out to be negligible. Hence (2.10) can
now be written, in more explicit form, as follows:

ε2p[ψ1τ − iA
(2)
1 ψ1ξξ] = (ik)h

.

·[ε1+γ0g(0, 1)ψ0ψ1 + ε1+γ2g(−1, 2)ψ∗1ψ2 + ε2g(1, 1,−1)|ψ1|2ψ1] , (2.20a)
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εγ0+p[A(1)
0 ψ0ξ + εpψ0τ ] = (∂/∂ξ)h.

·εhp[ε1+2γ0g(0, 0)ψ2
0 + εg(−1, 1)|ψ1|2 + ε1+2γ2g(−2, 2)|ψ2|2] , (2.20b)

εγ2{iA(0)
2 ψ2 + εpA

(1)
2 ψ2ξ + ε2p[ψ2τ − iA(2)

2 ψ2ξξ]} = (2ik)h.

·[εg(1, 1)ψ2
1 + ε1+γ0+γ2g(0, 2)ψ0ψ2]. (2.20c)

The coefficients g which appear in these PDEs are found, via the formula
(2.19), to have the expressions

g(0, 0) = c
(2)
0,0 , (2.21a)

g(0, n) = 2c(2)0,0 +
∞∑

j=1

(−1)j(nk)2jc
(2)
0,2j + i

∞∑
j=0

(−1)j(nk)2j+1c
(2)
0,2j+1, n 6= 0 ,

(2.21b)

g(n1, n2) = (1− 1
2
δn1n2)[

∞∑
j=0

(−1)jk2j

j∑
j′=0

c
(2)
j′,2j−j′(n

j′

1 n
2j−j′

2 + n2j−j′

1 nj′

2 )

+i
∞∑

j=0

(−1)jk2j+1

j∑
j′=0

c
(2)
j′,2j+1−j′(n

j′

1 n
2j+1−j′

2 +n2j+1−j′

1 nj′

2 )], n1 6= 0, n2 6= 0,

(2.21c)
The equations (2.20) contain terms of different order in the small param-

eter ε, and this requires some explaning.
In the first place, many other terms which might have been present have

been omitted because they are of higher order in ε than terms which are
present. This is for instance the case for cubic terms in the right-hand- side of
(2.20a) involving ψ0, ψ2, which are of higher order than quadratic terms which
are present. Of course this argument, and analogous ones below, are applicable
only if the relevant dominant terms are indeed present, namely provided they
are not absent. Note that such an absence might happen for some “accidental”
reason (possibly only for some special value of k) or for a “structural” reason,
for instance if the original equation (2.8) contains nonlinear terms only of
cubic order and higher, but no quadratic terms.

The second point that must be emphasized about (2.20) is that these
equations generally contain contributions of different orders in ε, and only
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those of lowest order are relevant. The identification of these depends of course
on the assignments of specific numerical values to p (of course p > 0) and
to the paramenters γα (of course γα ≥ 0, α = 0, 1, 2). These assignments
are dictated by the structure of these equations (2.20), and by assumptions
which have to be made about the vanishing or nonvanishing of the quantities
A

(m)
α (k), m = 0, 1, 2, α = 0, 1, 2, appearing in the left-hand-side of (2.20 b,c);

hence one must consider many subcases, according to which resonance are
present. Let us reemphasize that, in this treatment which yields the results
reported here, the assumption is made that all nonlinear terms which might be
present at the lowest order in ε are indeed present, namely that no nonlinear
terms are missing due to “accidental” cancellations or “structural” causes.
Whenever this hypothesis turns out not to hold, the analysis leading to the
assignment of the exponents p and γα must be performed anew by taking into
account higher order terms in ε. This analysis can be based on the equations
(2.20) only if all the relevant higher order terms are already present in the r.h.s.
of these equations, otherwise account of additional terms in the ε-expansion
is necessary. Explicit instances of this phenomenon are reported in [16].

We finally display the model equations which obtain from (2.20) in the
notation ψ0 = θ, ψ1 = ϕ,ψ2 = χ, ξ = x and τ = t. There are 10 such
equations:

iϕt + νϕxx = λ|ϕ|2ϕ ; (2.22)

{
iϕt + νϕxx = λ(1)θϕ ,
θx = λ(2)|ϕ|2 ;

(2.23)

{
iϕt + νϕxx = λ(1)χϕ∗ ,
χx = λ(2)ϕ2 ;

(2.24)

 iϕt + νϕxx = λ(1)θϕ+ λ(2)χϕ∗ ,
θx = λ(3)|ϕ|2 ,
χx = λ(4)ϕ2 ;

(2.25)

{
iϕt + νϕxx = λ(1)θϕ ,
θt = λ(2)θ2 + λ(3)|ϕ|2 ;

(2.26)

{
iϕt + νϕxx = λ(1)θϕ ,
θt = λ(2)(|ϕ|2)x ;

(2.27)

{
iϕt + νϕxx = λ(1)|ϕ|2ϕ+ λ(2)θϕ ,
θt = λ(3)(|ϕ|2)xx ;

(2.28)

 iϕt + νϕxx = λ(1)θϕ+ λ(2)χϕ∗ ,
θt = λ(3)(|ϕ|2)x ,
χx = λ(4)ϕ2 ;

(2.29)
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iϕt + ν(1)ϕxx = λ(1)χϕ∗ ,
iχt + ν(2)χxx = λ(2)ϕ2 ;

(2.30) iϕt + ν(1)ϕxx = λ(1)θϕ+ λ(2)χϕ∗ ,
θt = λ(3)θ2 + λ(4)|ϕ|2 + λ(5)|χ|2 ,
iχt + ν(2)χxx = λ(6)θχ+ λ(7)ϕ2 .

(2.31)

Let us emphasize that the coefficients ν and λ appearing in different equa-
tions are different quantities, even if they have the same symbol. Note more-
over that the equations featuring in the left-hand-side the zeroth harmonic
ψ0 = θ are real , hence all coefficients (both ν and λ) appearing in them are
real; while for the other equations the coefficients ν are real, the coefficients
λ are generally complex. It should be also clear that the structure of these
equations reflects the existence of structural and/or accidental resonances.
In fact, since the fundamental harmonic α = 1 is, by definition, strongly at
resonance, its amplitude ϕ always satisfies a PDE which is firs-order in time
and second-order in space; on the other hand, the zeroth harmonic is always
weakly resonating and either it does not appear at all when h ≥ 1 (because
the first-order differential equation it satisfies can be explicity integrated) or,
when h = 0, it couples to the other resonating harmonics through a first-order
differential equation which can be either in x or in t depending on whether
it is weakly or, respectively, strongly resonanting. Similarly for the amplitude
χ of the second harmonic: if this harmonic is slave, it does not appear in the
model equation, otherwise it satisfies a coupled differential equation which
is first-order in x if it is only weakly resonanting, and is first-order in t and
second order in x if it is also strongly at resonance.

The derivation by reduction of these ten nonlinear Schroedinger type
model equations is the starting point to make contact with integrability. In-
deed, from the knowledge that a model equation is not integrable we deduce
that that particular original PDE in the class (2.8), from which the model
equation follows by reduction, cannot be integrable. To the aim of illustrating
the way to convert this general statement in concrete results we select out
of the ten equations (2.22-31) the following four PDEs, whose integrability
properties are already known (for more details and examples, see [17]).
Equation (2.22): this is the NLS equation which obains ifA(1)

0 (k) 6= 0, A(2)
1 (k) 6=

0 , A(0)
2 (k) 6= 0 and h ≥ 1, with ν = A

(2)
1 (k) and, if h = 1,

λ = −k[A(2)
0 (k)g(0, 1)g(−1, 1) + 2kA(1)

0 (k)g(−1, 2)g(1, 1)

+A(1)
0 (k)A(2)

0 (k)g(−1, 1, 1)]/A(1)
0 (k)A(2)

0 (k); (2.32)

this equation is known to be S-integrable if

Im(λ) = 0. (2.33)

Equation (2.23): it corresponds to h = 0, and A(1)
(0)(k) 6= 0 and A(2)

1 (k) 6= 0; in

this case ν = A
(2)
1 (k), and
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λ(1) = g(0, 1), λ(2) = g(−1, 1)/A(1)
0 (k); (2.34)

this system of equations has been found [18] to pass the Painlevé type test
only if

λ(1)λ(2) = 0, (2.35)

namely, if it effectively linearizes.
Equation (2.24): this obtains if h ≥ 1 and if, for some real nonvanishing value
k = k̃, A

(0)
2 (k̃) = 0, A(2)

1 (k̃) 6= 0 and A(1)
2 (k̃) 6= 0. In this case ν = A

(2)
1 (k̃) and,

if h = 1,

λ(1) = −k̃g(−1, 2), λ(2) = 2ik̃g(1, 1)/A(1)
2 (k̃), (2.36)

where, of course, the coefficients g(−1, 2) and g(1, 1) are valued here at k = k̃.
Also this equation has been found [19] to pass the Painlevé-type test only if
(2.35) holds.
Equation (2.27): this is the case if h = 1, and if, for some real nonvanishing
value k = k̃, A

(1)
0 (k̃) = 0 and A(2)

1 (k̃) 6= 0. Then ν = A
(2)
1 (k̃) and

λ(1) = ik̃g(0, 1), λ(2) = g(−1, 1), (2.37)

where g(0, 1) and g(−1, 1) are evaluated at k = k̃. This system has been
proved to be S-integrable [20] only if

Imλ(1) = Imλ(2) = 0. (2.38)

With this information in our hands we are now in the position to formu-
late necessary conditions of integrability. For a systematic exploration of the
various cases in which such conditions arise and apply, the reader is refereed
to [17], while we limit ourselves to give here only few instances of our method,
and of its potentialities.

We first observe that the integrability conditions for the four equations we
have selected, i.e. (2.22), (2.23), (2.24) and (2.27), involve both the linear part
(through the coefficients A(n)

α , see (2.12)) and the nonlinear part (through the
coefficients g, see (2.21) and (2.9)) of the PDE (2.8) we wish to test, and that
both the coefficients A(n)

α and g are functions of the real parameter k. It is
then clear that the integrability conditions (such as (2.33) and (2.35)) which
hold for an arbitrary value of k produce a number of necessary conditions for
the PDE (2.8) which is larger than the number of necessary conditions which
originates from expressions such as (2.36) and (2.37) since these hold only for
special values (if any) of k (say k̃).

Let us first assume that the PDE (2.8) we are going to test by our method
is in the class with h = 0, namely its nonlinear term is not a derivative. Then,
if the appropriate reduced equation is (2.23), the requirement that g(0, 1) or
g(−1, 1) vanish for all real values of k entails, via (2.21b) and (2.21c), quite
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explicit restrictions only on the nonlinear part of (2.8). This is made explicit
by the following:

Lemma 1. A necessary condition for the integrability of a nonlinear evolu-
tion PDE of type (2.8) with h = 0 is that either

c
(2)
0n = 0 , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (2.39)

or

n∑
j=0

(−1)jc
(2)
j2n−j = 0, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (2.40a)

namely

c
(2)
00 = 0, c(2)02 − c

(2)
11 = 0, c(2)04 − c

(2)
13 + c

(2)
22 = 0, (2.40b)

and so on. Clearly the condition (2.39) comes from the requirement that g(0, 1)
vanish, while (2.4) comes from the requirement that g(−1, 1) vanish, see (2.35)
and (2.34). Since they both require that c(2)00 vanish we obtain the following
remarkably neat result:
Lemma 2. Every nonlinear PDE of type (2.8) with h = 0 featuring in its
nonlinear part a term c

(2)
00 u

2 is not integrable.
Consider now the class of PDEs (2.8) with h = 1, and assume that the

appropriate reduced model equation is the NLS equation (2.22). The require-
ment (2.33) with (2.32) for S-integrability involves both quantities related to
the linear and nonlinear parts of the original equation (2.8), but in many cases
it amounts to the requirements that (i) the quantity g(0, 1) be real (note that
g(−1, 1) is always real, see (2.21c)); (ii) the quantities g(−1, 2) and g(1, 1)
be both real or both imaginary; (iii) the quantity g(−1, 1, 1) be real. Given
the arbitrariness of k, the first of these three conditions clearly entails the
vanishing of all the coefficients c(2)0n with n odd; the second condition entails
the vanishing of c(2)12 , c

(2)
14 and c(2)23 and many other relations for the coefficients

c
(2)
nm with n + m odd; the third condition entails the vanishing of c(3)001 and

many other relations for the coefficients c(3)nmj with n+m+ j odd. These are
very stringent, and quite explicit, conditions on the nonlinear part of (2.8)
(the case in which h > 1 can be similarly treated [17]).

Assume now that the original PDE (2.8), with h = 1, has passed the test
based on the conditions specified above, namely that all conditions entailed
by the requirement (2.33), with (2.32), are satisfied. Since these conditions
are only necessary, no much information is gained, a part from a definite hint
that our PDE may indeed turn out to be integrable. However, we can still
push our method to look for additional conditions to be satisfied. This is in
fact the case if a special value of k, k = k̃, exists such that either the condition
A

(0)
2 (k̃) = 0 holds, this being appropriate to obtain the model equation (2.24),

or the condition A(1)
0 (k̃) = 0 holds, this being the case for the model equation
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(2.27). In the first case, a necessary condition for the integrability of a PDE
of type (2.8) with h = 1 is that, for such special value fo k, k = k̃, at least
one of the two quantities g(−1, 2), g(1, 1) vanish, see (2.35) with (2.36). The
applicability and potency of this result is of course somewhat reduced relative
to the conditions previously found, due to the requirement to restrict consid-
eration to only those real values k̃ of k (if any) which satisfy the appropriate
equality and inequalities specified above. Yet there clearly is a large class of
nonlinear evolution PDEs to which these necessary conditions are applicable
[17].

In the second case, namely that in which the model equation is (2.27), a
necessary condition for the integrability of a PDE (2.8) with h = 1 is that, for
the appropriate special value of k, i.e. k = k̃ such that the zeroth harmonic is
strongly resonating, the quantity g(0, 1) be imaginary (or vanish),

Re[g(0, 1)] = 0 , k = k̃. (2.41)

This requirement follows from (2.38), (2.37) and from the property of g(−1, 1)
to be always real. This result is analogous to the previous one inasmuch as it
requires focussing on special values k̃ of k.

Let us state again that we have presented here only some of the necessary
conditions which can be established by the multiscale reduction method and
that more instances and applications are discussed in [17] where a distinc-
tion between necessary conditions for C-integrability and for S-integrability
is also made. We also observe that various extensions are possible and worth
of further research; for examples, different classes of PDEs, other than (2.8)
can be investigated, say for vector or matrix solutions as well as with more
spacial variables; and/or different model equations, other than the four equa-
tions considered here, can be taken as starting points for the derivation of
other necessary conditions for integrability.

3 Higher order terms and integrability

In this section our perturbative analysis of the original PDE (1.21) is extended
to terms of higher order in ε. This extension is based on the expansion in pow-
ers of ε of the amplitude u(α) in the equation (1.48), with the implication that
computations become rather heavy. To the aim of simplifying the formal-
ism by avoiding unessential complications, we add two assumptions which we
mantain throughout this section. First we ask that the nonlinear part of our
equation (1.21), namely its rhs F , be an odd function of u,

F → −F if u→ −u. (3.1)

As it is easily verified, this parity property allows us to consistenly assume
that the amplitudes of all even harmonics be vanishing,
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u(2α) = 0 , |α| ≥ 0. (3.2)

Therefore, from now on, we will have to deal only with the amplitudes u(2α+1)

of the odd harmonics . For instance, this condition on F is satisfied by the
mKdV equation (1.4a), the C-integrable equation (1.2a) and by the class of
PDEs (1.21) with (1.24) if c2n = 0.

Our second assumption is that, in contrast with the analysis carried out in
the previous section, no resonance occurs besides the fundamental harmonics
α = ±1. In other words, the resonance condition D(α)

0 = 0, see (1.45), should
hold only in the trivial case |α| = 1.

These assumptions imply that all harmonics ±(2α + 1) with α > 0 are
slave and that the coefficients u(α)(n) of their ε-expansion,

u(α) =
∑
n=1

εnu(α)(n), |α| > 1, (3.3)

are therefore expressed as differential polynomials of the coefficients u(n) of
the expansion of the fundamental harmonic (α = 1)

u(1) ≡ u = εu(1) + ε2u(2) + . . . =
∑
n=1

εnu(n). (3.4)

Here, and also in the following, we drop the harmonic upper index in the
coefficients of this expansion because of the very special role played by the
function u(1) in this scheme (it is the only amplitude which satisfies a dif-
ferential equation). Moreover, as additional implication which can be easily
retrieved from the basic equation (1.48), the leading order of each harmonic
amplitude comes from the rule

u(α)(n) = 0 , for n < |α|, (3.5)

which is equivalent to setting γ2α+1 = 2α for α ≥ 0 in the notation (2.3); the
slow variables ξ and tn are here defined as in (1.41) with p = 1, i.e.

ξ = εx, tn = εnt , n = 1, 2, . . . (3.6)

In order to perform all operations required by our approach the functions
u(n), n = 1, 2, . . . , are required to be smooth in the real variable ξ, namely
they are differentiable to any order in the whole ξ-axis.

The first step is inserting in the equation (1.48) with α = 1 the appropriate
ε-expansions, namely that of the linear opertor D(1) ≡ D, see (1.44) with
α = 1 and p = 1,

D = εD1 + ε2D2 + . . . , (3.7)

that of the amplitude u(1) ≡ u, see (3.4), and finally the expansion of the
nonlinear term,
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F (1) ≡ F = ε3F3 + ε4F4 + . . . ; (3.8)

let us reemphasize here that, since the differential operators Dn, see (2.1) with
α = 1, have the expression

Dn = ∂tn
− (−i)n+1ωn(k)∂n

ξ , n ≥ 1, (3.9)

there is no need to introduce the slow time tn if it happens that ωn(k) =
0. Thus, if the dispersion relation ω(k) is a polynomial of degree N > 1,
the expansion (3.7) turns out to be a polynomial in ε of degree N with the
implication that only N slow times enter into play. We also note that, because
of the parity condition (3.1), the expansion (3.8) of the nonlinear term starts
from the third order. In conclusion, the basic equation (1.48) with α = 1, i.e.
D(1)u(1) = F (1) or, in the present notation

Du = F, (3.10)

obviously yields the triangular system of convolution type

D1u(n) +D2u(n− 1) + . . .+Dnu(1) = Fn+1 . (3.11)

Here, and in the following treatment, it is convenient to consider Fn as an
element of the finite-dimensional vector space Pn defined as the set of all non-
linear differential polynomials in the functions u(m) and u∗(m) of order n and
gauge 1. The meaning of this terminology is rather obvious: each monomial
appearing in an element of Pn is a product of some u(m), u∗(k) and their
ξ-derivatives with the understanding that

order(uj(m)) = order(u∗j (m)) = m+ j, (3.12)

where we use the short-hand notation

uj(m) ≡ ∂j
ξu(m). (3.13)

On the other hand, by requiring that each polynomial in Pn be of gauge
1 we understand that such polynomials, say Fn, possess the transformation
property

Fn → eiθFn if u(m) → eiθu(m), (3.14)

θ being an arbitrary real constant. By following these rules, the reader may
easily verify that P2 is empty, dim (P3) = 1, the basis of P1 being the single
monomial |u(1)|2u(1), while dim (P4) = 4 where its basis may be given by the
following four monomials: |u(1)|2u(2), u(1)2u∗(2), |u(1)|2u1(1), u(1)2u∗1(1).

Therefore, each nonlinear term Fn+1 in the rhs of (3.11) is a linear com-
bination of the basis vectors (f.i. monomials) of the vector space Pn+1, where
the complex coefficients of such combination are determined by the nonlinear
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function in the rhs of our original PDE (1.21) (see the expansion (2.9) with
m running only on the odd integers).

The next step aims to eliminating all secular terms which may enter in the
system (3.11). Our analysis is briefly described below, and the reader who is
interested in a detailed investigation of this point is referred to [21].

Consider first the equation (3.11) for n = 1, i.e. D1u(1) = 0 since F2 = 0
(see (3.8)); because of the expression (3.9), D1 = ∂t1 +ω1∂ξ, the function u(1)
depends on t1 through the variable ξ − ω1t1. The next equation, say (3.11)
with n = 2, reads (see (3.9))

D1u(2) = −[(∂t2 − iω2∂
2
ξ )u(1)− F3], (3.15)

where its rhs plays the role of the nonhomogeneous (forcing) term with respect
to the t1-evolution. On the other hand, this term depends on t1 through the
variable ξ−ω1t1 (recall that F3εP3) and it satisfies therefore the homogeneous
equation D1f = 0. This implies that the rhs of (3.15) is secular and its elimi-
nation requires that u(1) satisfies, with respect to t2, the evolution equation
(∂t2−iω2∂

2
ξ )u(1) = F3, namely just the NLS equation, which has been derived

in the previous section. As a result of killing the secular term in (3.15), also
u(2) as u(1) depends on t1 through the variable ξ − ω1t1. This argument can
be easily repeated for each integer n in (3.11) and,together with taking into
account the structure of the differential polynomial Fn+1, it recursively leads
to conclude that the coefficients u(n) all satisfy with respect to the time t1
the same (trivial) equation

D1u(n) = (∂t1 + ω1∂ξ)u(n) = 0, n ≥ 1. (3.16)

The time t1 plays no essential role and the system (3.11) reduces to

D2u(n− 1) +D3u(n− 2) + . . .+Dnu(1) = Fn+1, n ≥ 2 , (3.17)

whose first equation (i.e. for n = 2) is the NLS equation

∂t2u(1) = iω2(∂2
ξu(1)− 2c|u(1)|2u(1)) ≡ K2[u(1)]; (3.18)

the rhs of this equation defines the nonlinear operator K2 and we have set
F3 = −2iω2c|u(1)|2u(1).

Next we consider the equation (3.17) for n = 3, and we look at the evolu-
tion with respect to the time t2. To this aim it is convenient to introduce the
linear opeator

M2 = ∂t2 −K ′
2[u(1)], (3.19)

where K ′
2[u(1)] is the Frechet derivative of K2[u(1)], see (3.18), that is

d

ds
K2[u(1) + sv]|s=0 = K ′

2[u(1)]v, (3.20)
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namely

M2v = vt2 − iω2(vξξ − 4c|u(1)|2v − 2cu2(1)v∗); (3.21)

in fact, with this notation, the n = 3 equation (3.17) reads

M2u(2) +D3u(1) = F̃4, (3.22)

where F̃4 = F4 + 2iω2c(2|u(1)|2u(2) + u2(1)u∗(2))εP4. Again one has to face
the problem of secularities for this equation. First we observe that the term
∂t3u(1) in D3u(1) is secular since, obviously, M2(∂t3u(1)) = 0 as M2σ = 0 is
satisfied by any symmetry σ of the NLS equation (3.18). Second, we note that
also the other term ∂3

ξu(1) in D3u(1) is secular in the following sense. The
requirement that the ε-expansion (3.4) of u is uniformly asymptotic in time
implies that the coefficients u(n) remain bounded as t→∞. In particular one
should ask that the forcing term F̃4 −D3u(1) in (3.22) vanishes, as t2 →∞,
faster than t

−1/2
2 while the variable ξ/t2 is kept fixed [21]. This restriction is

equivalent to asking that D3u(1)εP4, while, at the same time, the t3-flow for
u(1) should also be compatible with the t2-flow given by the NLS equation.
The existence of such evolution of u(1) with respect to t3 is a fine consequence
of the integrability of the NLS equation, provided the parameter c in (3.18)
is real, c = c∗. Indeed, it is well-known that a whole hierarchy of flows,

∂tn
u(1) = Kn[u(1)], n = 1, 2, . . . (3.23)

exist which are all compatible (i.e. commuting) with each other; in the present
context, these evolution equations may be conveniently rewritten as

Dnu(1) = (−i)n+1ωncVn+1, n = 1, 2, . . . (3.24)

where Vn is a special elements of Pn which depends only on u(1), u(1)∗ and
their ξ-derivatives. The expression of the first few of these polynomials are

V2 = 0, V3 = −2q0u(1) , V4 = −6q0u1(1),

V5 = 2 (3q1 + 3cq20 − q0ξξ)u(1)− 6(q0u1(1))ξ ,

V6 = 10 (q1 + 3cq20 − q0ξξ)u1(1)− 6(q0u2(1))ξ , (3.25)

where we use the notation (3.13) together with the definition

qn = |un(1)|2 , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (3.26)

Thus, the requirement that the solution u(2) of (3.22) remains bounded as
t2 →∞ is that D3u(1) = ω3cV3 or, equivalently (see (3.23)) that u(1) satisfies
the complex mKdV equation
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∂t3u(1) = K3[u(1)] , (3.27)

with the implication that the equation (3.22) reread

M2u(2) = G4 , (3.28)

withG4 = F̃4−ω3cV4 = F4+2iω2c(2|u(1)|2u(2)+u2(1)u∗(2))+6ω3c|u(1)|2u1(1)εP4.
The way to arrive at the equations (3.27) and (3.28) from (3.22) we have
sketched here can be repeated for the equations (3.17) for all n, through a
careful analysis of the asymptotic behaviour of the functions u(n) as t2 →∞
[21]. The upshot of this analysis is that the system of PDEs (3.17) splits into
the NLS hierarchy (3.23) for the first coefficient u(1) and the secularity-free
system

M2u(n) +M3u(n− 1) + . . .+Mnu(2) = Gn+2 , n = 2, 3, . . . , (3.29)

where Gn is an elemen of the vector space Pn, and Mn is the linear operator

Mn = ∂tn
−K ′

n[u(1)], (3.30)

where, again, K ′
n[u(1)] is the Frechet derivative of the nonlinear operator

Kn[u(1)] in the rhs of (3.23).
Let us point out here that the derivation of the triangular system of nonlin-

ear PDEs (3.29) requires only that the lowest order nonlinear model equation
(in this case the NLS equation) is integrable (i.e., in this case, the condition
is that c be real, see (3.18)) so as to guarantee the existence of an infinite
hierarchy of independent mutually commuting symmetries (such as (3.23)).
However, if no further information on the original PDE (1.21) is at hand, one
is left with the (hard) task of integrating the PDEs of the triangular system
(3.29). Thus, at this point, the natural question to ask is whether the special
property of the original PDE (1.21) of being (C- or S-) integrable reflects itself
in a special property of the triangular system (3.29). Here below we briefly
show that, indeed, the answer to this question leads to formulate a hierarchy
of necessary conditions of integrability which lead to test a given PDE (see
also [22]).

First we observe that in the obviously integrable case in which the PDE
(1.21) is linear, say F = 0, the operator Mn (3.30) reduces to Dn, see
(3.9) and the system (3.29) with Gn = 0 seperates into the hierarchy
Dnu(m) = 0, n = 1, 2, . . ., i.e. the same hierarchy for each function u(m).
In this case the consistency condition [Dn, Dm] = 0 is certainly plain but
essential. The basic observation [22] now is that, if the original PDE (1.21) is
C-integrable or S-integrable, then, similarly to the first coefficient u(1) which
satisfies the hierarchy of PDEs (3.23), each function u(m), for m ≥ 2, satisfies
the hierarchy of PDEs

Mnu(m) = fn(m) , n ≥ 2, m ≥ 2, (3.31)
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where the nonhomogeneous nonlinear term fn(m) in the rhs is a differential
polynomial in Pn+m. More precisely, one can show that

fn(m) ∈ Pn+m(m− 1), (3.32)

where Pn(j) is defined as the subspace of Pn whose elements are the differ-
ential polynomials of the functions u(m) and u∗(m) where the index m goes
only up to j, say 1 ≤ m ≤ j. Of course, since the functions u(m) are also
solutions of the system (3.29), the rhs terms of the hierarchy (3.31) has to be
related to the rhs of (3.29) by the triangular condition

f2(n) + f3(n− 1) + . . .+ fn(2) = Gn+2, n ≥ 2. (3.33)

In order for the system of PDEs (3.29) to split into separate PDEs, namely
the equations (3.31), certain compatibility conditions must be met. In fact,
since the linear operators Mn given by (3.30) commute with each other,

[Mn,Mm] = 0 , n ≥ 1, m ≥ 1, (3.34)

as a straight consequence of the commutativity of the flows of the NLS hi-
erarchy (3.23), then the hierarchy (3.31), for each m ≥ 2, must satisfy the
compatibility condition

Mjfn(m) = Mnfj(m). (3.35)

Eliminating the time-derivatives by using the evolution equations (3.31) leads
to rewrite the compatibility equation (3.35) as an algebraic condition which
the differential polynomials fn(m) have to satisfy. In fact, this condition ulti-
mately reads as a set of constraints on the components of fn(m) on the basis
of the vector space Pn+m.

The way to prove this interesting property of integrable PDEs is not re-
ported here; it goes via the change of variable which linearizes the PDE (1.21)
in the case of C-integrability (see, f.i., the transformation (1.2b)), or it makes
use of the multiscale expansion of the spectral equation of the Lax-pair in
the case of S-integrability (see, f.i., the ODE (1.6) with (1.4b)). We note here
that this result opens the way to estabilish an integrability-test as it yields
necessary conditions that the PDE (1.21) has to satisfy in order to be inte-
grable. Indeed, if one can prove that no differential polynomials fn(m) exist
such that (3.31) holds together with the relation (3.33), where Gn is given by
the multiscale technique, see equations (3.29), then the original PDE (1.21)
cannot be integrable.

The following two propositions are instrumental in setting up our test.
Proposition 1: the homogeneous equation Mnf = 0 has no solution f in the
vector space Pm, namely

Ker(Mn) ∩ Pm = φ. (3.36)

Proposition 2: if, for each n ≥ 2, the equation
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M2f3(n) = M3f2(n) (3.37)

is satisfied with f2(n) and f3(n) given in the appropriate space, see (3.32),
then differential polynomials fm(n), with m ≥ 4 and (3.32), exist unique such
that the flows Mmu(n) = fm(n) commute with each other for m ≥ 2. Our
method is then better illustrated by first showing the nonhomogeneous terms
of the hierarchies (3.31) in the following Table (note that in fn(m) the index
n labels the n-th member of the hierarchy of evolution equations, namely it
refers to the time tn, while m indicates the m-th coefficient of u in its ε-
expansion):

f2(2) → f3(2) , f4(2) , f5(2) ,
−−− + + +
G4 f2(3) → f3(3) , f4(3) ,

−−− + +
G5 f2(4) → f3(4) ,

−−− +
G6 f2(5) →

−−−
G7

Table 1
This table is arranged in such a way that summing up the entries along the

vertical lines reproduces the condition (3.33), while the arrow which connects
f2(n) with f3(n) represents the compatibility equation (3.37). Note also that
the pattern pictured in Table 1 looks like a ladder if only a finite number
of slow times need to be introduced (the simplest picture obtains when only
t2 and t3 are present as for the dispersion relation ω(k) = a3k

3). Let us now
proceed with our test. First one has to compute the differential polynomial G4;
this obtains from the cubic terms of the nonlinear part F of the PDE (1.21)
to be tested (of course, the preliminary step of computing G3 and, therefore,
the real constant c which enters in the operators Mn has been already made).
Then, because of (3.37) with n = 2 and the equality f2(2) = G4, one has
to verify that the vector M3G4 is in the image M2(P5(1)) of the operator
M2. In order to envisage the actual computational task, one has to realize
that the differential operator M2 which maps vectors in Pn(m) into vectors
in the bigger space Pn+2(m) is represented in such spaces as a rectangular
matrix, with the implication that its image is a proper subspace of Pn+2(m).
If it turns out that M3G4 is not in M2(P5(1)), then the original PDE (1.21)
cannot be integrable and computations stop here. If, instead, M3G4 belongs to
the image of M2, one can compute the vector f3(2) which solves the algebraic
equation (3.37), and, because of Proposition 1, see (3.36), the solution f3(2)
is unique. Proceeding to the next step requires first the computation of f2(3)
by substraction (see Table 1),

f2(3) = G5 − f3(2) , (3.38)
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where G5 is obtained directly from the original PDE (1.21), and then the
verification that M3f2(3) be in the image M2(P6(2)). If this is not the case,
this test leads to the conclusion that the original PDE (1.21) is not integrable,
otherwise the test goes on with the next step in a similar way, namely one
computes f3(3) by solving (3.37) for n = 3. Because of Proposition 2 (see
above), the polynomial f4(2) can be computed and, by subtraction (see Table
1),

f2(4) = G6 − f3(3)− f4(2) , (3.39)

the polynomial f2(4) is obtained, this being the starting point for the next
order.

Thus this procedure may go on order by order, starting with G4 at the
order n = 2. Assume now that one has been able to iterate this computational
scheme we have just illustrated up to the calculation of f2(n+1), and that the
polynomial M3f2(n+ 1) turns out not to belong to the image M2(Pn+4(n)),
then we have found an “obstruction” at order n+1 since this procedure cannot
be carried on any further. Of course, the higher is n where the obstruction
occurs, the more integrable is the original PDE (1.21). The specification of
this property deserves a notation, so we say that the PDE (1.21) is An −
integrable, meaning asymptotically integrable up to order n, if no obstruction
occurs up to order n and if the obstruction (if any) occurs at order m ≥ n+1.
For instance, the PDE (1.21) is A1 - integrable if the constant c in the NLS
equation (3.18) is real. It is also A2 - integrable if

M3f2(2) = M3(a|u(1)|2u1(1) + bu(1)2u∗1(1)) (3.40)

is in the image of M2, i.e. in M2(P5(1)), and recall that the coefficients a and
b are directly computed from the PDE (1.21) since f2(2) = G4. By a straight,
but tedious, computation one obtains that M3f2(2) is in M2(P5(1)) if and
only if a and b are real, a = a∗ and b = b∗, otherwise one has the obstruction.
If a and b are real, one can go further at n = 3. In this case f2(3) is a 12-
dim complex vector and the condition that M3f2(3) be in M2(P2(6)) turns
out to yields 15 real conditions so that the general solution f2(3) depends on
2×12−15 = 9 real constants. As it is already clear from these first instances,
the computational burden rapidly increases with n and a computer code is
needed even for the first few orders. An idea on how easily a PC can run
out of memory already at n = 4 or n = 5 is given by the dimensionality
of the vector spaces involved. In the notation Pn(m) → dim (Pn(m)), we
have: P3(1) → 1,P4(1) → 2, P5(1) → 5, P6(1) → 8, P4(2) → 4, P5(2) →
12, P6(2) → 26, P5(3) → 14, P6(3) → 34, P6(4) → 36.

In conclusion, this test is based on an infinite sequence of necessary condi-
tions of integrability, one at each order of the ε - expansion of the amplitude
of the fundamental harmonic. Formulated as it is here, several mathematical
problems related to this method remain open for future investigations. Among
others, natural generalizations of the family of PDEs (1.21) we have consid-
ered here are feasible. For instance, one can consider PDEs with more than
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one dispersion branch, as for PDEs of higher order of the time-derivative or
systems of PDEs with vector or matrix solutions, and/or PDEs in more than
1 + 1 independent variables. As an instance, we have applied [22] this test to
the following family of third order PDEs

ut + c0ux + γuxxx − α2uxxt = (c1u2 + c2u
2
x + c3uuxx)x , (3.41)

which is not in the class (1.21). With the essistance of Mathematica, we have
found that only three members of the family (3.41) are A3 - integrable, namely
the KdV equation (α = c2 = c3 = 0), the Camassa-Holm [23] equation (c1 =
− 3

2c3/α
2 , c2 = c3/2) and one new equation (c1 = −2c3/α2 , c2 = c3) which

can be transformed, by a change of variables, to the form

mt +mxu+ 3mux = 0 , m = u− uxx . (3.42)

Since the nonlinearity of this equation is quadratic and it passes our test
up to order 3 (we could not push the test to higher order because of the
heavy algebraic computations involved), we conjectured that this equation be
integrable, but with no proof as our conditions are only necessary. Only in a
subsequent investigation of (3.42), related in particular with the existence of
special solutions known as peakons, it has been finally shown that the PDE
(3.42) is S-integrable by explicitly displaying the associated Lax pair and
conservation laws [24] together with multisoliton solutions [29].

Finally, since the conditions of integrability presented here are only nec-
essary, once they are met, one may try the daisy petals method :
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